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Abstract

This paper considers the problem of extracting the relationships
between two time series in a non-linear non-stationary environment
with Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). We describe an algorithm which
is capable of identifying associations between variables. The method is
applied both to synthetic data and real data. We show that HMMs are
capable of modelling the oil drilling process and that they outperform
existing methods.

1

Introduction

A key part of multivariate time series analysis is identifying the lags or delays between different variables. This differs from characterising the order or
degree of freedom of a single time series, where the goal is t o estimate the
intrinsic dimensionality of the data in order t o determine the window of past
samples needed to map the deterministic component of the data generator.
Under the assumption of stationarity, cross-correlation is a powerful tool for
estimating linear relationships between variables [5]. The association measures are then used further in linear model identification procedures. They
are also often used as the basis for identifying the order of nonlinear models
as they are fast t o apply. Unfortunately, in many real-world applications such
assumptions of linear dependencies and stationarity are not valid.
In this paper, we consider the problem of modelling processes which manifest a sequentially changing behaviour: the properties of the process are usually held pretty steady, except for minor fluctuations, and then, at certain
times, change t o another set of properties. There is an implicit assumption
that the system being monitored is not amenable t o standard linear modelling.
Consider, for instance, the oil well drilling process. It exhibits complex
time relationships between variables and a highly non-stationary behaviour.
Amongst the problems t o be addressed, ensuring that the drilling cuttings
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are effectively removed from the bore is a topic of considerable practical
importance [4][7]. A drilling fluid called 'mud' carries the cuttings up the
hole t o the surface. The time it takes for the cuttings to come up to the
surface is called the lag for return and is a crucial parameter for modelling
1,he process. This time-dependent parameter, depends not only on the depth
of the hole and the pressure of the drilling fluid, but also on the geology of
the surrounding rock formation and other parameters.
In this paper, the problem of computing the lag for return is approached
using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). Given two time series xt and yt+b,
delayed by a lag S and generated from a non-stationary underlying process
which exhibits different regimes, we show how HMMs can be useful to estimate the value of S. As an illustration, we consider a synthetic problem
involving two time series generated by a continuous HMM and show the
failure of traditional cross-correlations. We then analyse drilling data and
compare our results with cross-correlations and numerical models based on
fluid mechanics for computing the lag for return.

2

Hidden Markov Models for modelling Time
Series

Suppose that we are monitoring a dynamic system for which observable measurements are available at discrete time intervals. Denote the observable
rwdimensional random variable as V where w E R" is a particular realization of V . For simplicity, assume that m = 2 so tlhat at time T we have seen
a, sequence of such measurements V = [WO,. . . ,wt,. . . ,W T - ~WT]
,
where V represents all the observed data up to time T and wt = (zt,yt) is the observed
data at time t.
Let S be a discrete random variable taking values in the set {SI,. . . , S N )
and assume that the system at any time t is in one and only one of the N
states SI,.. . ,S N .
Now consider the observable V in relation to the states: the random variable wt can be considered to be a probabilistic function of the underlying
states, i.e. wt is an observed measurement from the system but the underlying states are not themselves directly observable. Assuming that the state
variable S ( t ) is a stationary discrete-time first-orcler Markov process, the resulting model is a doubly stochastic process and is called a first-order Hidden
Markov Model (HMM). In general, the parameters of a specific model are
referred as A = { A , B , n}, where A denotes the state transition matrix, B
tlhe observation probability distribution in each state and Il the initial state
distribution. For time series modelling, the probability distribution B is
often chosen to be a finite mixture of Gaussians, as it can approximate, arbitrarily closely, any finite, continuous density function, provided that enough
components are used'.
lAlthough the continuous density HMMs are applicable to a large number of problems,
ailtoregressive HMMs, where the observation vectors are drawn from a state-dependent
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HMMs have been successfully applied in speech recognition [9] [6] [8],
cryptography and more recently in other areas such protein classification
and sequence alignment [ 11.
Consider now the following problem: a sequence of observations V =
( X O , yo), (XI, yl), . . . , ( x ~y ,~ is
) being generated by a sequence of hidden
states S = so,s1, ... , S T . Unfortunately, we do not see the true sequence
V but a delayed version of it: V6 = (xo,y--6), (xl,yl--b),. . . , ( z T , ~ T - - ~ ) .
Our task is t o estimate the value of 6. Given a two dimensional time series
vector V 6 = (xt,yt - 6 ) t = O ...T , we say that yt leads xt by an unknown lag 6.
We focus on the problem of computing the value of 6 with HMMs.
Under all the above assumptions, we propose the following procedure:
for d = 0 t o d = D do
Generate a sequence Vd = ( x t ,yt-d)t=&..T by delaying the y t time series
by d steps.
Train a HMM, denoted by Ad, with the corresponding sequence Vd with
the Baum-Welch algorithm, which is the relevant version of the EM
algorithm [a].
Compute the log-likelihood Ld = logP(Vd [ A d )of each observation sequence Vd given the model Ad using the forward procedure of the BaumWelch algorithm.
end for
Return 6 = max Ld
d

This approach is motivated by the fact that the observation sequence
V6 corresponds to a specific sequence of hidden states, which represents the
evolution of the system. At each time t , when the data I$ = ( x t , y t - d ) is
presented t o A d , for a particular value of d, the model adjusts its parameters
in order t o maximise Cd = P(Vd I A d ) . Intuitively, Cd will always be less
then ,C6 (except for d = 6).
In order to illustrate our approach, we consider the following problem:
we generate a synthetic two dimensional sequence of observations V* =
(q,
yt)t=O...T from a two state continuous HMM denoted by A* = { A * ,B*,II*}
(in this case 6 = 0) and train two state continuous HMMs Ad with delayed
sequences V d = ( x t , y t + d ) t = O . . . ~ ,-D 5 d 5 D. We choose a transition
matrix A* which allows balanced transitions from one state to another, i.e.
M
The parameters of the Gaussian mixture associated to each state
are less important as they do not affect the simulations significantly.
The results are shown in Figure 1. It can be seen that the cross-correlogram
is not capable of detecting any relationship between the two time series, even
though they are generated by the same HMM. On the other hand, plotting
the log-likelihood of each model Ad against d shows a significant peak for
d = 0, which corresponds to A', i.e. the true model which has been used t o
generate the time series.
autoregressive process, are also interesting for time series analysis [3].
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Figure 1: The left hand plot shows the cross-correlagram of the two time series
generated by the 2 state continuous HMM A'. The right hand plot shows the
log-likelihood Cd against the lag d.

3

Drilling Data Analysis

One significant aspect of exploration drilling is that of ensuring the drilling
debris is effectively removed from the bore; this is known as the 'hole cleaning' problem. At present, no equipment exists to act as a monitor of hole
cleaning status. In the case of vertical wells, an adequate velocity in the mud
circulation is generally sufficient to guarantee that most debris are brought to
the surface. The problem is more complicated when drilling deviated wells'
since gravity settlement can occur. The gradual build up of low gravity solids
increases the torque required to turn the drill string. In extreme cases, the
drill pipe may get stuck or even fracture off. The time it takes for the cuttings
to come t o the surface is called the lag for return $andis a crucial parameter
in early stuck pipe detection and modelling the drilling process. The current
algorithms used on a rig to compute the lag for return are based on fluid mechanics but are believed to have an accuracy in the order of several minutes,
mainly because of the poor understanding of dowrihole conditions.
Recently a new device, capable of detecting fine particulate solids in
drilling fluids, has been developed by Thule Rigtech Ltd. [lo]. Our aim
is to use this device to monitor trends in the voluimes of drilled solids in order t o obtain a better picture of downhole conditions with regard to drilled
solids than has ever been possible before.
As all the data are collected on the surface, if 6 represents the lag, then
x t , which is the amount of low gravity solids measured at time t, is effectively
the amount of solids that has been generated by the bit at time t - 6. Thus
assuming that xt is related to other drilling parameters yt-6, it makes sense
to use the procedure described in Section 2 in order to estimate the lag for
Whenever possible, wells are drilled vertically, but sometimes, especially offshore, it is
necessary to deviate from vertical in order to reach a wide spread of targets from a single
platform.
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return, as we believe that 6 remains relatively constant over a 2 hour time
scale. Typically yt represents one relevant drilling parameter (although we
have also considered models with more than one parameter): for instance,
the pressure of the circulating fluid inside the pipe or the torque of the pipe,
as the drill pipe is subjected t o both torsion and tension. The total force
applied on the drilling system in order t o hold the drill pipe in the rig and
the rate of progress3, are other important parameters.
Figure 2 plots the rate of progress and the amount of low gravity solids
for a specific event. At 08h04 the formation changed from soft t o hard rock,
which can be easily seen in the first plot where the rate of progress decreases
suddenly. The second figure plots the amount of solids and shows a significant
regime transition at 081127: the amount of particles decreases as well. Also
note the noisy signal for low gravity solids. For this day, the numerical models
based on fluid mechanics suggested a value of 6 of 43min, which seems t o be
wrong as a simple inspection of the graphs gives a value of 23min.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the rate of progress and the amount of low gravity solids for
a particular event in drilling operations. The formation changes from soft to hard
rock at a certain time. The lag of return is visually identifiable in such a situation.
Figure 3 shows our results: 2 state continuous HMMs have been trained
with V d = ( x t , y t -d)t=O..,T,O 5 d 5 D where xt and yt denote respectively
the amount of low gravity solids and the pressure inside the drill pipe. A
significant peak around 23min can be seen4. Moreover, by applying the
Viterbi algorithm t o the sequence V d = {xt,yt-d} with d = 23min, we can
recover the most probable sequence of hidden states [8]. This algorithm shows
that the HMM stays in one state before the event and jumps t o the other
state precisely when the formation change occurs. Such a clear sequence
could not be obtained with other HMMd trained with a different value for d,
confirming the computed value for 6. The cross-correlogram of the two time
series shows clearly that this approach does not suggest any value for 6.
3The rate of progress or drilling rate simply indicates how fast we are drilling in ft/hr.
40ther simulations with different number of states and other drilling parameters did
not lead to an improvement of the shape of the plot.
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We have successfully applied our procedure to other datasets corresponding to different drilling situations. For normal drilling activities, the peak
around the estimated value of 6 is sharper, suggesting a more precise value.
However, we have noticed difficulties associated with the variable selection,
iLlj no characterisation of the most relevant drilling parameters is available at
this stage. We plan to address this problem by using qualitative relationships
given by the numerical models.

4:

Conclusion

In this paper, it has been shown how relationships between variables can
ble identified using Hidden Markov Models. The proposed approach was
tested on data from a real-world process and clearly demonstrated its ability
t o outperform traditional cross-correlations methods. We focussed on the
estimation of an important parameter of the drilling process and obtained
better results than the numerical models based on fluids mechanics used in
the oil industry.
In the future, we want t o restate the problem by adopting a novel Mutual Information Estimation approach. We want also to provide an on-line
estimate of the lag for return in order t o track the amount of solids coming
up to the surface for the purposes of early stuck pipe detection.

5
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